1. Introduction. In this paper, we shall study cellular decompositions of 3-manifolds for which the associated decomposition space is also a 3-manifold. In [4] , Bing raised the following question : Does each point-like decomposition of E3 yield E3 if it yields a 3-manifold ? This question can be generalized as follows : If a cellular decomposition of a 3-manifold M yields a 3-manifold N, then are M and N homeomorphic ? We shall establish conditions sufficient to insure that, under the hypothesis stated, M and N are homeomorphic.
1. Introduction. In this paper, we shall study cellular decompositions of 3-manifolds for which the associated decomposition space is also a 3-manifold. In [4] , Bing raised the following question : Does each point-like decomposition of E3 yield E3 if it yields a 3-manifold ? This question can be generalized as follows : If a cellular decomposition of a 3-manifold M yields a 3-manifold N, then are M and N homeomorphic ? We shall establish conditions sufficient to insure that, under the hypothesis stated, M and N are homeomorphic.
The main theorem of this paper can be stated as follows. Suppose that M is a connected 3-manifold and G is a cellular decomposition of M such that the associated decomposition space is a 3-manifold N. Let P denote the projection map from M onto N, and let HG denote the union of all the nondegenerate elements of G. Thus C\P [HG] is the set of singular points of the map P. Our main result then states that if N has a triangulation Jsuch that (1) no vertex of J belongs to Cl P [HG] and (2) for each 3-simplex a of T, P ~1 [<r] lies in an open 3-cell in M, then M and N are homeomorphic.
As a corollary of the main result, we obtain the following result concerning E3. If G is a point-like decomposition of E3 such that P [Ha] is nowhere dense and the associated decomposition space is a 3-manifold, then the decomposition space is homeomorphic to E3. In particular, if G is a point-like decomposition of E3 such that P [Ha] lies in a closed set of dimension two, then the resulting decomposition space is homeomorphic to E3 provided it is a 3-manifold. These results, and others given in §7, give partial solutions to Bing's question stated in the first paragraph of this section.
The results of this paper may be regarded as results concerning cellular maps from a 3-manifold onto a 3-manifold. If M is a 3-manifold, a cellular map/from M into a space is a continuous function with domain M such that if y ^f[M\,f~x[y\ is a cellular subset of M. The following is a corollary of the main result: If/ is a cellular map from S3 onto a 3-manifold N una the set of all singular points of/is properly contained in N, then N is homeomorphic to S3. Other results of this type are given in §8.
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Some previous results concerning point-like decompositions of E3 and Ss for which the decomposition space is a 3-manifold are given in [1] , [2] , [3] , [8] and [12] . Theorem 3 of [2] and the result announced in [3] are corollaries of the theorem of this paper.
The proof of the main result is given in §6. In § §3, 4 and 5, some preliminary lemmas are established. Sections 7 and 8 give various corollaries of the main result. Those of §7 are formulated in terms of cellular decompositions while those of §8 are stated in terms of cellular maps of compact 3-manifolds.
2. Notation and terminology. Suppose that « is a positive integer. The statement that X is an n-manifold means that A' is a separable metric space, each point of which has an open neighborhood homeomorphic to En. The statement that Xis an n-manifold-with-boundary means that X is a separable metric space such that each point of X has a neighborhood which is an n-cell. If X is an n-manifold-withboundary and p e X, then p is a boundary point of X if and only if p has no open neighborhood homeomorphic to En. The boundary, denoted by Bd X, of the n-manifold-with-boundary X, is the set of all boundary points of X. The interior, denoted Int X, of the n-manifold-with-boundary X, is (X-Bd X).
If M is either a manifold or a manifold-with-boundary, by a triangulation of M is meant a simplicial complex Tsuch that (1) M=\J {t : teT} and (2) Jis locally finite in the sense that each point of M has a neighborhood which intersects only finitely many sets of T.
Suppose that A' is a topological space and G is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of X. Then X/G denotes the associated decomposition space, and P denotes the projection map from X onto X/G. The union of all the nondegenerate elements of G is denoted by Ha.
If for some positive integer n, X is either E" or Sn, then the statement that the subcontinuum A of X is point-like (in X) means that if p is any point of X, then X-A is homeomorphic to X-{p}.
Suppose that n is a positive integer and M is an n-manifold. The statement that the subset A of M is cellular in M means that there exists a sequence Cx, C2, C3,... of n-cells in M such that (1) if i is any positive integer, Ci + 1<=Int Ct, and (2M=nr=iCt.
It is clear that if A is cellular in M, then A is a compact continuum. It is known (see [15] , for instance) that if X is either S3 or E3, then a continuum A of X is point-like in X if and only if A is cellular in X.
If for some positive integer n, X is either En or 5", the statement that G is a point-like decomposition of X means that G is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of X such that each element of G is a point-like continuum in X. If n is a positive integer and M is an n-manifold, the statement that G is a cellular decomposition of M means that G is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of M such that each element of G is cellular in M.
If D is a disc and a. is an arc, the statement that a spans D means that the endpoints of a belong to Bd D and (Int a)<= Int D. If A is an annulus and a is an arc, the statement that a spans A means that one endpoint of a belongs to one boundary component of A, the other endpoint of a belongs to the other boundary component of A, and (Int «)<=Int A.
If M is a set, Cl M denotes the closure of M.
3. Lemmas on cellular decompositions. The lemmas of this section are of fundamental importance in the proof of the main result of this paper. Lemmas 1 and 2 are due essentially to T. M. Price [12] Proof. There is a polyhedral 3-cell C in N such that C is a regular neighborhood of a in N, acini C, C<= V, and P'^C]^ U. By Lemma 2, P-^lnt C] is an open 3-cell. 4 . Lemmas on polyhedral 2-spheres. Lemma 4. Suppose that X is a polyhedral 2-sphere in a triangulated 3-manifold M such that X separates M. Suppose that x and y are distinct points of X, and y is a polygonal simple closed curve such that x and y belong to y, and distinct components ofy -{x,y} lie in different components of M-X. Suppose that A is a polyhedral singular disc such that y = Bd à, and A and X are in relative general position. Then there is an arc a from x to y and contained in AnI Proof. Let A0 be a 2-simplex and let/be a continuous function from A0 onto A such that/|Bd A0 is a homeomorphism from Bd A0 onto y. Let x0 and y0 be points of Bd A0 such that/(x0) = x and/(>'0)=>'. Let p and q be points of different components of y-X, and let p0 and q0 be points of BdA0 such that f(p0) =p and f(q0)=q-Note that {x0, y0} separates p0 from q0 on Bd A0. Suppose that C is a polyhedral 3-cell in a triangulated 3-manifold M, and A is a polyhedral singular disc in M. The statement that A is in normal position relative to C means that (1) (Bd A) n (Bd C) is a polygonal arc a and (2) A is the union of a polyhedral disc E and a polyhedral singular disc /-"such that (a) acBd£,(b)£nC = a, (c) Bd F misses C, (d) (Bd E) n (Bd F) is an arc ß such that jß misses a, and (e) F and Bd C are in relative general position.
Lemma 5. Suppose that C is a polyhedral 3-cell in a triangulated 3-manifold M, and A is a polyhedral annulus on Bd C. Suppose that n> 1 andAu A2,..., andAn are mutually disjoint polyhedral singular discs in M such that if i= 1, 2,..., or n, (1) A¡ is in normal position relative to C, (2) (Bd C) n (Bd A¡) is an arc at spanning A, and Suppose that /= 1, 2,..., or n, and y is a curve of intersection of F¡ with Bd C. With the aid of [17, Chapter VI, Theorem 3.11] , it may be shown that there exists a simple closed curve /,, on Bd C such that (1) Jy lies in some component Dy of (Int/!)-(<*! u-■ u a¡_! u «, + 1 u-• -u an), (2) the component Cy of F{ n Bd C containing y lies in the disc By in Dy bounded by Jy, and (3) the component of By -Cy containing Jy is disjoint from UiJ = i Fk.
Since each of Fu F2,..., and Fn has only finitely many curves of intersection with Bd C, there is a positive integer j such that y S « and a curve of intersection A of Fj with Bd C such that if k ftj, Bh is disjoint from Afc. Now A bounds a singular disc SA in Int 5A. We cut F¡ along A and then replace the singular disc on Fj bounded by A by SA. We then deform the resulting singular disc slightly to one side of Bd C, staying in U during the deformation. This is done in such a way that there results a polyhedral singular disc F^ such that (1) Bd Fjly = Bd Ff and Ff^F, u U, (2) A is not a curve of intersection of jF)1' with Bd C, and (3) if y is a curve of intersection of JFJ1' with Bd C, then y is a curve of intersection of F¡ with Bd C. Observe that if k=£j, F}1* and Ak are disjoint.
The singular discs Fu ..., F¡-u F}1}, Fj + 1,..., and Fn satisfy the conditions assumed for Flt F2,..., and Fn. Hence the process described above may be repeated. After finitely many steps, there result mutually disjoint polyhedral singular discs F[,F'a,..., and F'n such that if /=1,2,..., or n, (1) BdFi = BdFi) (2) F't^Fi u U, and (3) F[ misses C. If /'= 1, 2,..., or n, adjust F[ slightly so that if A', is the union of E, and the adjusted F\, A¡ is a singular disc in normal position relative to C. Then Ai, A2,..., and A'n satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 5.
5. Constructing homeomorphisms. In order to prove the theorem, we shall need to construct a homeomorphism from one 3-manifold M onto another 3-manifold N. In this section, we shall show that such a homeomorphism can be constructed provided we can embed into M the carrier of the 2-skeleton of some triangulation of TV" so that certain conditions are satisfied. These conditions are stated in Lemma 8. Lemmas 6 and 7 are preliminary lemmas for Lemma 8.
Once Lemma 8 is established, the proof of the theorem is reduced to the construction of a suitable embedding into M of the carrier of the 2-skeleton of some triangulation of N.
Lemma 6. Suppose that M is a 3-manifold and T is a triangulation of M. If T2 is the carrier of the 2-skeleton of T and o is any 3-simplex of T, then T2 -(Bd a) is connected.
Proof. Suppose that v and v' are any two distinct vertices of T not on a. It will be shown that T2 -Bd a contains a connected set containing both v and v'.
Since M is connected, there is a' chain {slt s2, ■ ■ -, sm} of 1-simplexes of T such that (1) v is a vertex of $j and v' is a vertex of sm, (2) jiUjjU'-'Ui, is an arc A, and (3) A n (Bd a) is either (a) a vertex/? of Tot (b) a 1-simplex st of J. Suppose 3(a) holds and consider the closed star St (p) ofp in T By Theorem 1 of [9] , Bd St (/?) is a 2-sphere S. Clearly (Bd a) n S is a 2-simplex D. Now A n S is License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use disjoint from D and it is clear that both components of A -{p} intersect 5". Therefore {A -{p}) u (S-D) is a connected subset of T2 -(Bd a) containing both v and v'.
Suppose 3(b) holds, and that st = </>i/?2> where px precedes p2 on A in the order from v to v' on A. Let Ax and /42 be the components of A-(p1p2} containing v and v', respectively. Let Sx and S2 denote Bd St (py) and Bd St (p2), respectively ; Si and S'a are 2-spheres.
There is a 3-simplex a' of T distinct from a and having both px and p2 as vertices. Let q be a vertex of a' not on a ; ^ is distinct from both px and />2. Clearly ceSjnSj. Proof. Let y be an isomorphism from 2 onto T. Define a function/as follows: If v is a vertex of 2, thenf(v) = (p(v). Extend/homeomorphically to the 1-simplexes of 2, then to the 2-simplexes of 2, and finally to the 3-simplexes of 2 so that if a is any simplex of 2,/[ct]=<p(<j). It is clear that the function/so constructed is from M onto N and is one-to-one. Since 2 is locally finite, / is continuous, and since T is locally finite,/"1 is continuous. Hence/is a homeomorphism from M onto N. Proof. We shall construct a triangulation 2 of M such that 2 and T are isomorphic. Lemma 8 will then follow from Lemma 7.
For each 3-simplex a of T, let Sa denote n[Bd a]. By hypothesis, there is an open 3-cell C/" of ^/ such that Sa<= U. Let /" be the component of U"-S0 whose closure relative to Ua is compact. Then Sa u /" is a polyhedral 3-cell in M. It is easy to see that S0 separates /" and M-{S" u IG), and that M-(Sa\J I") is connected.
We shall show now that /" and h[T2] are disjoint. By Lemma 6, r2-Bd<r is connected. Hence h[T2] -S" is connected. If T2 intersects Ia, then h[T2] -Sa lies in /" and hence in U". It would follow then that h[T2]<= U", but this is contrary to hypothesis.
Next we shall show that if a and t are distinct 3-simplexes of T, I" and 7, are disjoint. Suppose Ia and 7, intersect. Since /" and Iz are connected and, as shown above, neither intersects the boundary of the other, one lies in the other. Suppose that /ffc/,. Since S"^SZ, then I"^IZ. Hence some boundary point of 4 lies in /,. This is contradictory since h[T2] and /, are disjoint. Similarly, it is impossible that /,<=/<,. Hence /" and /, are disjoint.
Let 2 denote {h[t] : t is a 0-, 1-, or 2-simplex ofT} u {S" u /" : a is a 3-simplex ofT}. It is clear that S and Tare isomorphic as complexes. We shall show that 2 is a triangulation of M.
First, S is a locally finite collection. This follows from the following facts: (1) <% is locally finite. (2) If o and r are distinct 3-simplexes of T, U"=£Ur. (3) For each 3-simplex a of T, S"U /"<= U". Now let S3 denote (J {Sa u Ia : a is a 3-simplex of T). It will be shown that £3 = M. Suppose that £3 is a proper subset of M. By Lemma 7, there is a homeomorphism g from N onto 23. Since S is a locally finite collection, £3 is closed in M. Since M is connected, there is a point x of S3 which is a limit point of M-S3.
There is an open 3-cell Fin TV such that Kis an open neighborhood in N of g~1(x). Since M is a 3-manifold, g [V] is open in M and hence intersects M-23. But g[K]<=£3, and this is a contradiction. Therefore S3 = M.
It then follows that S is a triangulation of M. Since 2 and Tare isomorphic, then by Lemma 7, M and TV are homeomorphic.
6. Proof of the main result.
Theorem. Suppose that M is a connected 3-manifold, G is a cellular decomposition of M such that M/G is a 3-manifold N, and N has a triangulation T such that (1) no vertex of T belongs to the closure ofP [HG] and (2) The proof of the theorem is based on Lemma 8. M has a triangulation [5], [9] .
We shall construct (1) In order to construct the embedding h of T2 into M, we construct a polyhedral 2-complex 2! in M such that 2 and the 2-skeleton of Tare isomorphic complexes and S satisfies certain additional technical conditions.
Speaking roughly, we shall construct the 2-complex S by using P _1 to "lift" T2 into M. It should be emphasized, however, that P'1 is by no means necessarily a local homeomorphism. Hence our procedure will be, roughly, to use P ~ l[J2] as a guide in constructing S. For each simplex s of T of dimension 0, 1, or 2, we approximate P'^s] with a polyhedral set. These approximations may have singularities. From these polyhedral sets we will then construct the 2-complex 2.
The major difficulty is in constructing the 2-simplexes of 2 and insuring that they fit together properly. As an aid toward the construction of 2, we divide T2 into two pieces and construct the 2-simplexes of 2 in two corresponding pieces. We construct a tubular neighborhood K of the carrier Tx of the 1-skeleton of T. We then use P ~1 to "lift" K into M to yield a tubular neighborhood K' of the carrier 2X of the 1-skeleton of 2. We construct each 2-simplex of 2 in two steps : the part of the 2-simplex in K', and the part not in K'.
Therefore the proof can be divided into three main parts. The first is the construction of the tubular neighborhood K of 7\ and certain associated sets. The second is the construction of the tubular neighborhood K' of 2j in M. The last is the construction of the simplexes of 2 and of the embedding h of T2 into M.
Proof of the theorem. N has, by hypothesis, a triangulation T, and the statement that a subset of N is polygonal or polyhedral means with respect to T. Later in the proof we shall choose a triangulation of M.
In the proof of the theorem, we use a process of thickening arcs, discs, and other subsets of N. This process, not described in detail in this paper, may be carried out with the use of Whitehead's theory of regular neighborhoods and suitable subdivisions of the triangulation T.
The 2-complex to be constructed in M is denoted by 2. If z'=0, 1, or 2, Tt and 2¡ denote the carriers of the /'-skeletons of T and 2, respectively.
Since the proof of the theorem is long, we have broken the proof into 12 steps.
Step 1 Step 2. We shall construct a tubular neighborhood K of Tv Let vu v2,... denote the distinct vertices of T. Let Clt C2,... be mutually disjoint polyhedral 3-cells in Aŝ The tubular neighborhood K of 7i is (U {Ci '. v¡ is a vertex ofT) u (\J {Lif : <t>(t>y> is a l-simplex ofT}).
Step 3. Suppose <t>(ty> is a l-simplex of T. We shall describe some subsets of Bd Lij. Let An denote Bd Ln -(Int A" u Int A") ;
Au is an annulus whose boundary curves are Bd Au and Bd Ajt. Note that Au = Aji. If <.ViV¡vky is any 2-simplex having <iv>>> as an edge, let -nijk denote the arc AXj n <,vivjvky ; tTijk = 7rjik and irMt spans A{j. See Let <»jt)y»kl>, <t;(Uyt'/C2>,..., and (ViVjVkiliny denote the 2-simplexes of T having (vtVf) as an edge. There exist disjoint polyhedral discs Qijkl, Qiik2,..., and ôWfcd(iy) such that if k=ku k2, ■ ■ ■, or kdlj), Let SKj denote the set of all E such that either (1) for some positive integer k such that <,vtVjVky is a 2-simplex of T, E=Ftj n Qm, or (1) FyC Wij. Before we start on Step 5, we introduce some notation to be used throughout the remainder of the proof. If X is any subset of TV", then X denotes P_1 [X] . If p is any point of N and there is only one point x of M such that P(x)=p, then/5 denotes x.
Step 5. We first choose a triangulation of M. We may, by [5] , [9] , regard M as a triangulated manifold. It is easy to see that for each vertex v¡, Bd C¡ is locally tame [7] , and for each 1-simplex (vxvj) , 5y and BjX are locally tame. By [7, Theorem 8] , there is a triangulation of M relative to which the €¡&, the 5,/s, and various associated sets, are polyhedral. Choose one such triangulation of M; the statement that a subset of M is polygonal or polyhedral means relative to this particular triangulation of M. Now for each 1-simplex (,vtv¡) of T, we shall construct an annulus A[j in M that corresponds to the annulus Au in N.
Suppose that <tf(tv> is a 1-simplex of T. Let xu x2, ■ ■., and x^ be points of Bu n Fa, and let yu y2,..., and yKij be points of Bjt n Fy such that if f=l, 2,..., or Ay-1, the arc Ew n £y(i + i) has endpoints xt and j>t, and the arc Em n £iAw has end points xAiy and jAlJ.
Consider the sets lfrin, Wi)2,..., and ^WA". If i=l, 2,..., or Ay, Wm n Ww<+1) is connected and hence so is Ww n H^y(( + 1). There is, therefore, a polygonal arc Hijt from jc¡ to j7t, lying in Wijt n l^y(t+1). Similarly, there is a polygonal arc /x,°JA|i from *A" to yÄij lying in l^,« n WWi¡. It is clear that Zy contains a polygonal arc «Pi, from v¡ to 0¿ such that <pu contains exactly one point of each of Int Ây and Int ÄJ(. Suppose now that k is some positive integer such that (v^p^ is a 2-simplex of T. Let <pijk denote <p(y u <pik u <pjk ; <piJk is a polygonal closed curve. Since <pijk contains exactly one point of each of Int At] and Int Â;j, then <pijk links each of Bd Ây and Bd ÄJ(. For a definition of linking of polygonal closed curves as it is used here, and proofs of some elementary properties, see [6, pp. 480-482] .
By [14] , there exists a nonvoid subset ^ of {Bd Äy, Bd Ä^} and a nonsingular disc or annulus A'ti such that (1) the curves of <€ are the boundary curves of A¡f, and (2) 4,<= Wti u Mt, u Bn. Now it will be shown that Ay is not a disc. Suppose that A'u is a disc. Then
Bd A'u is either Bd Ay or Bd Ä;j. Suppose Bd ^(/ = Bd Ay. Since ç>yfc links Bd Ay, it follows that 9>yfc intersects /iy. However, since 4C ^¡> u -ß« u ^U <Pukc^a u Zifc u Z;k, and fî^y u Btj u £,¡ and Ziy u Z"tfc u 3fÄ are disjoint, this is a contradiction. Similarly, it is impossible that Bd ^¡', = Bd Â;i. Therefore, A'tj is an annulus, and
Bd A'u = Bd Ây u Bd Ajt.
It is clear that
A\,r\ Ci = m Äj4, and (3) if t = 1, 2,... and t is neither i nor/ then Ct and A[j are disjoint.
Step 6. We may now construct a set K' in A/ which will be a tubular neighborhood of the carrier 1^ of the 1-skeleton of S, and which corresponds to the tubular neighborhood AT in N.
Suppose that <»,»y> is a 1-simplex of T. It is clear that Äu u Âiy u Âi( is a polyhedral 2-sphere; let Su denote A'u u Äy u Äif. Further if a is any 3-simplex of T such that <>ity> is an edge of ct, then Sy<= £/". Hence 5W is the boundary of a polyhedral 3-cell L'a in M such that the following conditions hold :
(1) If (vtvty is a 1-simplex of T distinct from (ViV¡y then Ly and L'st are disjoint.
(2) If t=\, 2,..., then Ct and Ly intersect if and only if /=/ or t-j, and if / = / or /=/ then Ly n Ct is a disc common to Bd I¿ and Bd Ct. Let AT' denote (U {£i : yi w a vertex ofT}) u (LJ {L'u : (v¡v¡) is a l-simplex ofT}).
Step 7. In this step, we prepare for the construction of Sj and 22. Suppose that <t>|iyt>k> is a 2-simplex of T. Then <cti>yt>k> -Int (C¡ u Q u Ck) is a disc em. There is a polygonal arc atjk such that (1) aijk spans iyk, has one endpoint on <t>,t>y>, the other endpoint on (.v,vky, and is disjoint from the arc eiifc n Bd C(, (2) aift intersects each of Bd Fw, Bd F,k, Bd Lw, and Bd L(fc in one point, and aljk intersects Bd Lxj in one point which lies in B{j -Wi¡.
(3) If m°jk denotes the closure of the component of eijk -a¡jk containing em n Bd C¡, then mfjk is disjoint from the closure of P [HG] . See Figure 7 .
There are discs m°nk and wigy satisfying analogous conditions and in addition, wiV> »$i» and mkij are to be mutually disjoint.
Let mijk, mm, and mki, denote the discs m°jk -Int K, m°ik -Int K, and mjjy -Int K, respectively. See Figure 8 .
Let Ty be the arc in Int (.ViV¡vky n Bd Fy having one endpoint on aijk and the other on ajik. Let T(t and rifc be arcs satisfying analogous conditions. Let afjk be the subarc of am whose endpoints are those of rM and rlk on aljk. Let öüfc denote Ty u rifc u Tyj. u a,% u ay'jj. u a£y. öyte is a polygonal simple closed curve lying in Int (v(VjVky. Let Sijk be the subdisc of <«<i;it)fc> bounded by öük. Observe that 
each of Vi)k n mm, Vm <^ mm, and Vm n mkij is connected, and (7) if ct is any 3-simplex having <ViVjVky as a face, then Fyk<=Int X". See Figure 9 ; this shows a part of KJifc near Bd C{. Bd Ct is omitted and parts of An and Aik are cut away.
Step 8. We shall now construct, for each 1-simplex <»tfy> of J, arcs 7Tyfc on A'n that correspond to the arcs irm of /iy.
Suppose that <.ViV¡y is a 1-simplex of Tand that (.ViV}vky is a 2-simplex of Jhaving Figure 8 (ViV¡) as an edge. Let wti and wik be the endpoints of the arc aiik on <i>fty> and (ViVk), respectively. Let wn and wjk be the endpoints of the arc ajik on (vjV,) and (,VjVk), respectively. Let wki and wkj be the endpoints of the arc akii on (vkVi} and (vkv¡) , respectively. ' Let pyjc be a simple closed curve in M which is a union of arcs as follows : (1 The simple closed curve pm lies in
Now consider the arc aijk and Bd Lu. It follows from the construction of am that there is a point zijk such that atjk n Bd £(J = {zyk} ; further, zm e Int 5W and zijk$ Wi}. Similarly, there is a point zijk such that zm e Int fiik, ziW i Wik, and ayfc n Bd Lik ={z(W}. There are points zm and zJM of am, and zfcy and zWi of akij having analogous properties.
It follows from the construction of the 2-sphere Sy (in Step 6) that pijk has exactly two points, zijk and zm, in common with Sif.
Let a be some 3-simplex of J having (.v^jV^ as a face. Then different components of pm -{ztjk, zm} lie in different components of U" -S(), and hence in different components of M-Stj. Since Recall that An n <»,i>yi>fc> is an arc «rWk. Let ^yt and <7yj)£ denote the endpoints of 7ryfc on Bd C¡ and Bd C¡, respectively. Clearly zijk and zm belong to Int irm. It follows that the subarcs qiikzijk and qnkzm of trm are disjoint from Cl P [HG] .
Let tm be the last point on zljkz/ik (in the order from ¡m to f/ifc on zijkzjik) of ÇiikZiiic, and let iyifc be the first point on zjikqm (in the order from zm to ^ on Zyirf/ifc) of the subarc tmziik of zmzjik. Then let 7r,'>fc denote the union of (1) the subarc qijktijk of qijkzijk, (2) the subarc t,jktnk of zijleziik, and (3) the subarc tnkqm of fyi*#yifc. Consider the disc mm. Since KWfc n mijk is connected, there is an arc ßijk spanning mm, having endpoints tijk and tikj, and lying in Vljk. Let nm be the subdisc of mijk which is the closure of the component oí mm-P\ßijk] containing points on Bd C(. Then niik is disjoint from Cl P[HG] because mm is disjoint from ClPlHG].
There exist arcs ßijk and ßkij, and discs Wyifc and nkij with analogous properties.
Let Tr"jk denote the subarc tijktm of Tr'nk, and let w^, and n"kj denote subarcs of tr'm and ir'ikj, respectively, defined analogously. Let fiifk denote ßi)k U ßiik u ßkij u "iik V ""'fei U TikiThen nm is a polygonal simple closed curve lying in Vijk.
Step 9. In this step, we shall describe £0 and Sj, and begin the construction of S2. 20 is defined to be {vt : vt is a vertex of T}.
Suppose that <tf¡Py> is a 1-simplex of 7". Recall that <Pj»y»kl>, (.v^v^y,..., and itfytffc,,,,,,) are the 2-simplexes of T having <t>¡i;y> as an edge. If s=l,2,..., or rf(y), there is an arc ir,'yfci with one endpoint on Bd Ây, the other on Bd Äy(, spanning An, and lying in Vijks ; see Step 8. There is a piecewise linear homeomorphism gy from Ly onto L[f such that For each l-simplex (vpi) of T, let ei} denote g [(,v¡v}y] . Let 2i denote [J {etj : <i>(t>/> is a l-simplex ofT}.
Step 10. Suppose that <t>ttytffc> is a 2-simplex of T. Corresponding to (v(VjVky, there is to be a 2-simplex Dm of 2. The boundary of Dijk is to be yljk where yi)k =g[Bd <ViVjVk)>]. We get Dm by constructing two sets as follows: (1) A nonsingular annulus Om with boundary curves ym and y.m (described in Step 8) and (2) a singular disc Rm with boundary p.ijk and disjoint from ym. In this step, we describe Om and a certain singular disc R°ik to be used in the construction of Rijk. We shall now construct the singular disc Rljk. We first construct strips to be attached to A'u, A'ik, and A'jk; the purpose of these strips is to insure that Rijk is in normal position relative to each of L[¡, L'ik, and L'jk. Let sfjk be a disc lying in Vijk whose boundary is the union of the following arcs:
(1) The arc nm n A'(j. Ct u C¡ uCtu Ly u L'ik u £jfc, and "parallel to" the arc /¿yfc n A¡f. We think of Syfc as a narrow strip attached to A'tj.
There exist strips s°ik and s^y, points i,fci of the arc tmtm, t'kij and t'kji of the arc tkijtkli, and i/w of the arc tiiktm, and arcs j8ffc( from t'm to fki" and /%, from fWJ to ffc", having analogous properties.
Let /iyfc denote the simple closed curve Step 11. It may not be true that for each 1 -simplex <i>jt>yi>k> of T, R°jk and yijk are disjoint. In this step, we use Lemma 5 to obtain mutually disjoint singular discs Rijk, each disjoint from 2j.
Consider the First consider O^). By Lemma 5, there exist mutually disjoint polyhedral singular discs R\u R\2,..., and R\diilJl) such that if i=l, 2,..., or dfajx), then (2) If (vÍTvJrvk¡') is a 2-simplex of T and t>( is a vertex of 71, then P« and ¿!t are disjoint.
(3) If (virvjr} and <y¡yu> are 1-simplexes of T distinct from <»tl»il> and í is a positive integer such that (,vlrvjrvk¡} is a 2-simplex of T, then Pr5 n ^u = Rrs ^ 'S'iuNow consider (vhvJ2}. The process described above, which used L'ilh and the singular discs R°lt R°2,..., and Riä(llh), may be repeated usingL'i2J2 and the singular discs P21, P22, .., and P2<¡(i2,2). There result mutually disjoint polyhedral singular discs P2l, R22,..., and R2d«2J2). If t= 1, 3, 4,..., then for each 2-simplex <.vltvjtvks) of 7, let Pfs denote R}s. The singular discs Rfs have properties analogous to those of the discs R¡s mentioned above, and, in addition, the following: For any 2-simplex <t>(,t>irt>kl> of T, if u-1 or 2 and Siuia and P« intersect, then /u = /r, À=7r, and 5^ n P?s=7r¡rJrkj. This process may be continued, considering <»(,»/,>, <fi4ril>,-There results, for each 2-simplex (víVjV^ of r, a polyhedral singular disc Rijk such that the following statements hold :
8. Cellular maps of compact 3-manifolds. In this section, we shall formulate some of the results of this paper in terms of continuous functions rather than upper semicontinuous decompositions. We restrict our attention to compact manifolds. 
Corollary
8. Suppose that f is a cellular map from a compact 3-manifold M onto a 3-manifold N such that the set of all singular points off is nowhere dense in N. Then M and N are homeomorphic.
9. Iff is a cellular map from S3 onto a 3-manifold N and the set of all singular points off is a proper subset ofN, then N is homeomorphic to S3.
